
Work for Tuesday  5th May– Friday 8th May 2020 

Rang 4 

 

Hi Girls: I hope you are all well and that you had a nice long week-end. I hope to hear from you all via your 

parents’ email at the email address: MsRyanRemoteLearning2020@gmail.com,  

 

In line with child safety issues we have been requested to only communicate with children through parents’ 

emails. It would be great to hear from you all at some stage during the week. 

 

The following work is set as a plan to support everyone in these difficult times. With this in mind, I have 

chosen work that should be manageable for all students. While I am including links to internet sites, I 

understand that some students may have difficulty with internet access. They are offered as support, but are not 

essential. I hope that all worksheets open easily. If there is any issue please let me know by email. I will then 

make every effort to help you access the worksheets. If you are missing any school book let me know and I will 

direct you to the online publisher. Most publishers are making the books available online for pupils.  

 

Feel free to email me (via your parents email) any work on a day by day basis. Answers, questions etc. 

Tuesday 5th May 

 

Planet Maths 4: Multiplication Page 48, do all number (1) a to f and number (2) a to d. Check sums on 

calculator when finished in copy, remember to use red pen and pencil and ruler. Revise multiplication tables: 

x2,x5,x10. Perhaps a sibling or parent could examine these tables orally or written. 

 

Lift Off: Read Refugees – Pages 206 to pages 209.  

Poetry: Read poem here, A Skip to Beat Bad Temper - Cynthia Mitchell and learn it off during the week, a 

few lines at a time, possibly four lines at a time, maybe at the end of the week or when you have it all learned 

record yourself saying the poem, you could send it to me as an audio file…                   
 

A Skip to Beat Bad Temper - Cynthia Mitchell 

An angry tiger in a cage 

Will roar and roar with rage, 

And gnash his teeth and lash his tail, 

For that's how tigers rant and rail. 

I keep my temper in a cage, 

I hate it when it roars with rage, 

I hate its teeth, I hate its tail, 

So when it starts to rant and rail, 

I tell my mum, I tell my dad, 

I tell them why it's feeling bad, 

And then I skip and skip and skip, 

And lash my rope just like a whip 

And when I skip because I'm cross, 

My temper-tiger knows who's boss, 

And when I've skipped and whipped like mad, 

My temper-tiger's not so bad. 

I have to keep it tame this way, 

Or it will eat me up one day. 
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Portfolio Book: Page 100, Section E, read the top piece carefully Grammar – Quotation Marks  answer 

number 1 to 5 only today, take your time on this and think about where the quotation marks and punctuation 

marks go in Write in pencil in the book. 

S.E.S.E.: Science experiments: one experiment attached in class blog resources which you may like to try 

during the week. Awe and wonder paper towel colour mixing  

Poetry: Before you finish today’s homework go back over learning the poem “A Skip to Beat Bad Temper”  

Wednesday 6th May 

Planet Maths 4: Page 48, Number 2 finish e to f and do all number 3 a to g. Check sums on calculator when 

finished in copy, remember to use red pen and pencil and ruler. Revise multiplication tables: x3,x6,x9,  Perhaps 

a sibling or parent could examine these tables orally or written. 

 

Lift Off: Story – Refugees – read pages 206 and 207. 

Portfolio Book: Page 100, Section E, read the top piece carefully Grammar – Quotation Marks  answer 

number 6 to 10, take your time on this and think about where the quotation marks and punctuation marks go 

in Write in pencil in the book. 

Poetry: Continue to learn the poem: “A Skip to Beat Bad Temper” - Cynthia Mitchell off by heart each day 

S.E.S.E. History: Grandparents Project: the information for this project is in the resources folder on the class 

blog on the website, I have attached two pages, again you can adapt it to suit yourself, it refers to school in the 

page as I hoped we would be presenting the project in school, it was an idea I had for Grand Parents’ Day, but 

you may get the chance to talk to a grandparent by phone or zoom or some other means or ask your parent(s) 

about grandparents. This project can be worked on over time, it also helps to get to know the history of your 

family and your family tree. 

Thursday 7th May 

Planet Maths 4: Section C Page 48, answer number 1 a to g in your copy. Check sums on calculator when 

finished in copy ,remember to use red pen and pencil and ruler. Revise multiplication tables: x4,x8,  Perhaps a 

sibling or parent could examine these tables orally or written. 

 

Lift Off: Story - A Long Walk to Water – read page 208 to page 209.  

Portfolio Book: Page 100,answer section F in the book in pencil 

Poetry: Continue to learn the poem“A Skip to Beat Bad Temper” - Cynthia Mitchell off by heart each day. 

S.E.S.E. History: Grandparents Project: Continue with the project 

Gaeilge: Gach rud fúm féin – this is a page on Irish – don’t panic! I have explained the Irish and added 

some words to help you on the page after the worksheet. Again you can print it or write the work in your 

Gaeilge copy. 

Friday 8th May 

Planet Maths 4: Section C Page 48, answer number 2 a to g in your copy. Check sums on calculator when 

finished in copy ,remember to use red pen and pencil and ruler. Revise multiplication tables: x7,x11,12  

Perhaps a sibling or parent could examine these tables orally or written. WELL DONE! By now you have all 

you multiplication tables revised this week. 

 



English Reading: In the Prim Ed English Pack which I have attached in the 4th class resources on the class 

blog complete Day 122. It can be printed off and filled in or simply answer in your copy. You did Day 121 last 

week. 

Poetry: Continue to learn the poem “A Skip to Beat Bad Temper” - Cynthia Mitchell off by heart each day. 

English Reading: S.E.S.E. Geography & Science book: Read Unit 20, “The Living Body”, pages 115 and 

116 and we will come back to this next week. 

 

Let’s Get Creative: I am attaching some mindfulness colouring here for you, in the class resources on the class 

blog, enjoy! You might also like to listen to a podcast on “Peace Out” Podcasts. 

 

Enjoy books you have at home. Have a look through bookshelves, I’m sure like me you are finding some old 

favourites why not read again the favourites, let me know if you have found a favourite! Read, read, read! 

Remember the borrowbox app is also available as an option for ebooks or audiobooks. 

Other Subjects 

PE: www.gonoodle.com & The Body Coach on Youtube does 30min PE Lessons 

 

www.gonoodle.com Take a Go Noodle break 

     

Have a look at The “Keep Cork Active” booklet online, it is a colour coded booklet, developed to support 

people of all ages and abilities to stay active. www.activecork.ie 

 

Art: Use your sketch pad or any copy to draw, use the website: www.Art Projects for kids.org, if you can, look 

at how to draw a fairy tale house, send me on your drawings if you wish. I will put the fairy tale house sheet in 

the 4th class resources on the class blog. 

* Also, RTÉ Home School Hub will be on daily from 11am-12am on RTÉ2 and Cúlú 4 daily for some Irish. 

 

Enjoy the week-end! Talk next week – Ms. Ryan 
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